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Introduction 
 

The dramatic explosion of content is bringing IT departments around the world to             
play catch up. Traditional file systems, which have been universal data           
repositories for virtually all applications, are now revealing their limitations in           
large scale deployments, where object-storage has proven its intrinsic value.  
 
Unfortunately, interfacing unstructured object-storage with current applications is        
challenging because they were designed for hierarchical storage. Thus the need           
arises for a new architecture capable of increasing resilience of large scale            
Windows NTFS while reducing cost & complexity through seamless cloud          
integration. 
 
Tiger Bridge is a scale-deep lifecycle manager that installs as a software            
connector on existing servers in order to extend local drives into the cloud by              
seamlessly replicating and tiering data. Best of all, Tiger Bridge enables cloud            
processing to be easily performed on that very same data. 
 

Hierarchical vs. Object storage 
 

The idea of using a file system to store data on a volume has              
been ubiquitous in computer technology for decades. Most        
applications today, including IoT devices, medical scanners,       
surveillance cameras, word processors, image processing -       
were designed to work with hierarchical file systems. They can          
store or modify the data on structured file systems only (DAS,           
NAS, SAN). 
 
Structured file systems can be thought of as hierarchical         
indexes, containing folders, sub-folders and files. Using an        
absolute pathname, one can access any particular file, as well          
as part of it. File systems make it easy to keep things organized.             
It is also the most natural way for people to store, search and             
access content. The challenge associated with hierarchical       
storage is that file systems do not grow easily.  
 
Because they rely on specific addresses and locations, it is difficult to move data              
around without introducing broken links. In addition, hierarchical file systems          
typically have less means of protecting themselves against corruption. If a           
segment of the hierarchy gets corrupted, it might no longer be possible to access              
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some of the information below.  
Object Storage systems are one of the key components of the modern cloud             
infrastructure. Data gets stored as an object and the application storing it            

receives a global unique identifier (aka GUID).       
This means that unlike a structured file system,        
there is no way to know where a particular file is           
actually stored. In order to access a file, it is          
necessary to provide the object’s GUID. Object       
storage are designed to hold massive amounts of        
unstructured data offering great scalability,     
advanced data protection techniques like self      

healing, automated replication, including replication between geographically       
dispersed data centers, high availability, and improved search capabilities         
compared to hierarchical file systems.  
 
The RESTful/S3 API web access to object storage makes data stored there            
accessible from any spot in the world over the Internet. Object storage is used by               
Facebook to keep the photos you share with your friends, as well as Office 365               
and G Suite.. 
 
The benefits object storage systems offer make them suitable not only for the             
Internet application giants like Facebook, Google and Microsoft, but increasingly          
for small, mid-size and enterprise-class organizations. More and more         
businesses use or consider using object storage. Many cloud services offer           
relatively inexpensive public or private repositories, or on-premises private cloud          
solutions. The fact that object storage can easily be accessed remotely through            
the Internet makes it an attractive option for offsite data backup, or as a platform               
for various data services. 

 

The challenge of using object-storage with traditional       
applications 

 
When using object-storage, the burden of      
organizing and presenting the information     
in a logical and intuitive way is left to the          
individual applications. This is why smart      
phones don’t store content using a global       
directory structure, but let each app      
organize data in its own way. 
 
While object storage is great for storing       
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and searching unstructured data, it is more suitable for write once-read many            
(WORM) scenarios. In most cases, object storage cannot handle modifications of           
data in place. Objects have to be manipulated as a whole unit. Usually modifying              
an object involves retrieving the existing object, modifying it locally with the            
respective application and re-uploading it as a new object. This can have            
performance implications, and direct cost related to the price you pay to            
download and upload objects. 
 

 Hierarchical Storage Object Storage 

Price $$$ $ 
Data-type Structured Semi Structured + Unstructured  

Typical use Millions of files/Terabytes Billions of objects/Exabytes 
Protocols Block-level (e.g. SCSI) HTTP REST API 

Optimized for Fast random access Capacity 
Reads and writes on small     
records, and ability to modify     
data in place. 

Scalability  

Storage for hypervisors Geo-distribution 
  Web accessibility 

Typical apps Word processors, content   
creation apps, CAD systems...  

Social media, video, photos, log     
files, web content, large data     
sets 

Approach File System Entry = Datapath +      
file metadata → data stored at      
fixed location 

Object = GUID (Global Unique     
Identifier) → data + associated     
metadata stored somewhere 

 
Object storage is also often not suitable for random access of data in an object.               
For example, if a movie file is stored as an object, an application cannot read the                
data from the middle of the object. It is necessary to download locally the entire               
object first and then access the required portions of data. 
Object storage cannot be accessed directly as a mounted drive in the operating             
system without significant performance degradation. In order to facilitate the          
integration of object-storage within    
traditional IT environments, vendors have     
developed gateway solutions that do     
expose the cloud storage as an      
SMB/CIFS/NFS share or iSCSI. In this      
case, a hierarchical file system front-end      
can be used as a gateway to the cloud         
storage. A number of companies have      
either integrated an SMB/CIFS/NFS front     
end, or are offering an external gateway       
appliance as interface to the cloud. For       
example, the StorSimple appliance    
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provides such gateway to Microsoft Azure. 
 
 
Some challenges associated with interfacing with Object storage include: 
 

- Performance and/or compatibility of the SMB/CIFS/NFS protocol is often         
sub-optimal. 

- Multiple gateways can be required where performance requirements are         
high. 

- Internal caching may create racing conditions and latency issues. 
- Sending content over an SMB/CIFS/NFS protocol is not secure. 
- Many applications do not support, or work well using SMB/CIFS/NFS          

protocols. 
 

Tiger Bridge: a unified hybrid solution 
 

Tiger Bridge, a scale-deep lifecycle manager that installs within minutes as a            
software connector on existing Windows servers in order to seamlessly extend           

local drives into the cloud through a       
unified namespace, could very well prove      
to be the ideal solution. 
 
By offering a perfect integration of      
hierarchical storage and object storage,     
Tiger Bridge does not just keep an index        
of the object-content (as is the case       
when accessing the SMB/CIFS/NFS    
share of an object-storage), but also acts       
as a local cache.  
 
In such a setup, the local storage offers a         

mirror representation of the contents stored in the object storage, but this content             
is now associated with filenames and folders. Thus users can easily “browse” the             
contents of the entire object storage and move files around using the file browser              
available in their operating system. 
 
By analyzing access to files and by relying on simple policies, such as last              
access date, file size, and how much free space should be retained on the              
primary server, Tiger Bridge determines when a newly created or updated file            
must be replicated or when a stale file must be tiered.  
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Users and applications are not affected when files are migrated from the local             
server to the object-storage, because a stub file is created to replace the file that               
was moved. Stub files are distinctive and contain all the valuable metadata            
information of the original file     
(size, permissions, last access    
date, etc.) and can be accessed      
by users and applications like     
any other file. The state (i.e.      
normal, replicated or offline) of a      
file is clearly visible to users      
through a file system extension     
icon, something not possible    
when going through an external     
gateway.  
 
When a stub file is accessed, the original data is automatically and transparently             
restored back to the local file system and handed to the application, just as it               
normally would. Therefore, users and applications do not experience any          
disruption in their workflow.  
 
And because Tiger Bridge runs directly on a Windows server and manages            
existing NTFS file system, there is no need to reformat the storage, give up              
performance or compromise security by going through an external gateway          
server. Data gets moved between primary and secondary tiers of storage using            
an SMB/CIFS/NFS protocol or RESTful/S3 API. When connecting to a target           
over an RESTful/S3 API, data gets encrypted directly on the server via https,             
before it is sent to the cloud, thereby ensuring the highest level of security.  
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In environments where applications do not run on Windows servers, it is            
extremely easy to turn Tiger Bridge into a traditional cloud gateway appliance. In             
this case the hierarchical storage still sits on the Windows server, but is made              
available via standard file sharing protocols like SMB/CIFS/NFS. Multiple users          
and clients can then access the object storage data transparently while enjoying            
all the benefits of hierarchical storage. 

Leveraging the scalable processing power of the cloud 
Some popular cloud gateway solutions push blocks of data to the cloud instead             
of files. While this is transparent to local users and servers, such an approach              
requires Block Object Store to be pre-allocated and formatted as volumes of            
fixed sizes in the cloud. Block Object Store often provide for deduplication            
capabilities, but is expensive and lacks flexibility. And although deduplication          
makes sense for storing databases and virtual machines, it offers very little value             
when working with video and pictures. More importantly, Block Object Store           
precludes any virtual machine running inside the cloud to gain access to this data              
set for processing. For all intent and purpose the data is stored inside Block              
Object Store can only be accessed by the local server that is connected to it.               
From the cloud perspective, this data is proprietary and unusable. 
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Because Tiger Bridge pushes files to the cloud, rather than blocks, it enables a              
far more powerful hybrid architecture to be deployed. In addition to serving as the              
extended native storage of a local server, Tiger Bridge makes it possible to fully              
leverage the power of cloud computing to process this shared data. Complex            
tasks such as big data analytics, facial recognition, and video transcoding can            
take place in the cloud, while the local server maintains access to all the files for                
local use. And given the file structure is identical on both the local server and the                
cloud, it is very easy to automate such complex processes. As such, Tiger Bridge              
stands out as the ideal solution for anyone working with digital content that want              
to benefit from scalable cloud processing. 
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Key features 
● Runs on any Windows 7, Windows 10 or Windows Server 2008/2012 R2/2016 
● Installs as add-on software connector on existing file servers 
● Content pushed to the cloud can be manipulated inside the cloud by virtual             

machines 
● Provides visual status of files through file system extension icon overlay 
● Does not affect server performance 
● Does not need to crawl the file system to keep track of changes 
● Primary storage can be NTFS file systems (as well as Tiger Store and Tiger              

Pool) 
● Supports native Active Directory authentication 
● Capable of Full and Partial retrieval 
● Real time file system monitoring 
● Optimized for high performance environments 
● Restores data and metadata from object-storage to local file system 
● Supports a wide variety of object-storage through the RESTful/S3 API 

▪ Amazon AWS 
▪ DataDirect Networks WOS 
▪ IBM Cloud Object Storage  
▪ Microsoft Azure 
▪ Spectra Logic BlackPearl 
▪ etc. 
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Applications 
 

Rich Media & Entertainment 
 

New resolutions keep driving the need for more speed and storage, as well as for               
ways to locate material and collaborate more efficiently over different geos. 
 
On-line, production-grade storage always comes at a premium because it is           
designed for high-speed. Instead of using it inefficiently to hold dormant projects,            
Tiger Bridge enables rich media organizations to only get the high-speed storage            
they need for their active jobs and push all dormant projects to more             
cost-effective and resilient object-storage. Tiger Bridge enables the synching of          
multiple servers (through their local file system) when they are connected to the             
same object-storage. In the diagram below, Tiger Store also runs on the Tiger             
Bridge server and acts as a file-level SAN management metadata controller in            
order to provide all edit suites with simultaneous access to the same LUN over              
Fibre Channel for maximum performance. 

 

 
 
Once clips have been pushed to the cloud, a network of virtual machines can be               
used to perform complex tasks such as visual processing and transcoding. 

 

Video Surveillance 
 

Booming demand for security means it is no longer exceptional to find thousands             
of cameras on a single location sending all their feeds to a few recording servers.               
However, the bulk of video surveillance data has no value… until some critical             
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evidence must be retrieved from it.  
 
By presenting the object-storage as an extension of the local NTFS file system –              
as opposed to an external SMB/CIFS/NFS share, Tiger Bridge enables          
surveillance applications to interact with object-storage in a completely         
transparent way. 
 

 
 
Object-storage is ideal for video surveillance because it allows evidence to be            
preserved off-premises and accessed from anywhere. Tiger Bridge allows         
traditional camera servers to write video feeds to a local drive (or SAN) before              
they get replicated to the object-storage. When object storage is off-premises,           
this buffer ensures that all evidence is recorded prior to being encrypted and             
transferred to the cloud. And as Tiger Bridge runs directly in the server’s             
memory, https encryption takes place before any critical data goes out on the             
network, thereby ensuring the highest level of security. 
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Once video has been pushed to the cloud, virtual machines can manipulate the             
data and perform tasks such as facial recognition. 
 

Enterprise File Servers 
 

The bulk of data stored on file servers is stale data, which cumulates over time.               
Only a small portion of all files are being actively worked on at any given time. 
 
And while users need easy access to their data, admins must manage            
performance and capacity growth, security, backups, long-term archives, and         
deal with multiple locations in the most organic way because they can’t afford             
much downtime and must    
stay within budget. 

 
Object storage has proven    
its viability through costs    
savings, ease of   
maintenance and security   
advantages, but many   
legacy applications are still    
preventing organizations to   
make the move because    
they were not designed for     
Object-based storage. 
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Tiger Bridge runs on existing Windows servers and immediately extends existing           
local storage to the cloud. There is no need to change or reconfigure the              
applications. All that is needed is to configure Tiger Bridge so it knows what local               
file system should extend to what object-storage.  
 
Collaboration between multiple branches and offices is greatly facilitated as          
content created on one server will immediately show up as stub-files and become             
available on all other connected servers. In addition, Big Data analytics can now             
be easily integrated into existing workflow. 

 

Disaster Recovery 
 

Restoring data from a traditional backup prevents an organization to resume           
operations until all files have been restored. This can easily translate into days of              
downtime. In sharp contrast, Tiger Bridge provides virtually zero downtime when           
recovering from a disaster. When a disaster strikes, the replication site is ready             
to operate because stub-files have already been created on the DR server and             
can be immediately accessed. 
 
Tiger Bridge running on the Primary site automatically replicates newly created           
content to the cloud. Seconds later, corresponding stub-files appears on the           
Tiger Bridge file system that is running at the Recovery site (when both sites are               
connected to the same object storage). It is important to understand that the data              
itself is not replicated on the Recovery site, but that the Recovery site can              
immediately start accessing it.  
 
Only files that are needed at that very moment are being retrieved. Given the              
bulk of data is usually stale, it might never need to be restored on the Recovery                
site. As such, significant savings can be realized by reducing the size of the              
storage infrastructure required at the Recovery site.  
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To further speed up the recovery process, Tiger Bridge’s Partial Retrieving           
functionality ensures immediate access to early blocks of data being requested           
by the applications while the rest of larger files are still being loaded. When              
paying for data transfer to/from the cloud, substantial savings can be realized            
using this approach as only files being accessed are recovered. 
 
In a simpler scenario, there is no Recovery site. In this case, when the Primary               
file server fails, it must be replaced with a new file server. Using Tiger Bridge, a                
simple command can be issued that will re-create stub-files on the new storage             
server for all existing data. This process is much faster that restoring the actual              
data because only file metadata need to be restored. Once stub-files are in place              
on the new server, operations can resume. Only the data that is accessed gets              
restored; ensuring fast recovery from failure. Note that it is also possible to             
continue restoring all (or selected) data in the background as well. 

 

Conclusion 
 

Tiger Bridge is a high-performance, secure and flexible software connector that enables            
object-based storage to be integrated as an extension of familiar block-level storage. By             
overcoming the limitations associated with traditional gateway technologies, Tiger Bridge          
lets organizations of all sizes immediately and easily benefit from the scalability,            
resilience and cost savings that are driving the rapid adoption of object-based            
infrastructures. They can enjoy extreme speeds locally in addition to allowing their data             
to be submitted to cloud-based computing. 
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